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ABSTRACT

Su (1972) proved that for auy two suhsets X, Y of C, the complex plane, X and Y are
conformally homeomorphic if there is an isomorphîsm between H(X) and H(Y) which is the 
identity on constant functions. Minda (1976) extended the method to the rings of holomorphic 
functions on any suhsets of öpen Riemann surfaces. Royden (1963) listed some properties which 
a ring of functions might have, In this paper, using the results of Su, Minda, and Royden we 
present some properties of the subring R<p.

Introduction

In this paper R and S ivdi denote öpen Riemann surfaces and X,Y 
wiU be non-empty suhsets of R and S, respectively. A function 
ş: X -> S is said to be analytic if for each point p s X there is an öpen
neighborhood Up of p and an analytic function ıpp^Up S such that
tpp and ç coincide on Up f) X. This is equivalent to assuming that there
is a single öpen set U X and an analytic function U S such
that (p]X = ç, (Minda, 1973); in this reference it is assumed that 
R=S=C, but the rnethod readüy extends to the present situation. Let
A(X,Y) denotethe set of ali analytic functions <p:X S with <p(X) c Y.
For Y=S=C, a function in A(X,C) is called holomorphic and we 
write A(X,C) = H(X). Thus H(X) is the set of ali holomorphic functions 
on X which is non-empty subset of an öpen Riemann surface R. It is 
well known that H(X) is an integral domain under pointwise addition
and multiplication. In fact, H(X) is an algebra 
numbers C and the real numbers X.

över both the complex

It is knovn that if R and S are öpen Riemann surfaces and X,Y
non-empty suhsets of R,S respectively, and if <1> is a C-algebra homo- 
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iiiorphism of H(Y) into H(X) mapping each constant funetion onto 
itself, then there is a unique aualytic mapping cp £ A(X,Y) such that 
<1> (g) = gocp for g £ H(Y), Minda (1976). Also if O is an isomorphism 
of H(Y) into H(X), then <p is a one-to-one mapping of X into Y.Thus 
a subring R* of H(X) is a homomorphic image of a ring H(Y) under a 
G-algebıa homomorphism if and only if R* = R^ = (gocp: g s H(Y), 
ç £ A(X,Y)}. More över, if <p is a one-to-one analytic mapping of X 
onto Y and O maps H(Y) into H(X) in such a way that C>(g) = go<p, 
g £ H(Y), then O (H(Y)) = H(X).

In this paper we are concerned witlı the p7oper subrings R* of
H(X) Avhich are C-isomorphic images of H(Y), the algebra of ali holo-
morphic funetions on a non-empty subset Y of an öpen. Riemann sur-
face S. Royden (1963) listed the foUowing properties which a ring of
funetions might have. He and others have shown that if G is an öpen 
set in the plane or on öpen Reimann svrface, then H(G) has these pro
perties.

(a) If f £ H(G) and if f is never zero, then f has an multiplicative 
inverse in H(G).

İp) Iffı,.,.,fn are elements of H(G) vvith no common zeros,
then there are elements in H(G) such that€ İş. . •

Cifi -!-•••+ Cnfn — 1.

(Y) If f s H(G) and f is not identically zero, there are a finite num-
her of funetions f 
f.

İ5 • . . ,fn in H(G^) tvhich separate the zeros of

According to Minda (1976), in case that Y is a non-empty subset of an 
öpen R’emann surface S,H(Y) the algebra of holomorphic funetions on 
Y has the following similar properties:

(a*) If f s H(Y) and f(z) 7<: 0 for every z s Y, then
1
"T H(Y).

(P*) If fı,...,fn belong to H(Y) and have no common zere.
then there are
eıfı + Cnfn

funetions eı,...,en in H(Y) such that 
= 1,

s

(Y*) If f £ H(Y) and f 0, then there is a set {fi,.. .jfn} contained
in H(Y) such that x y and f(x) = f(y) = 0, then there is a
funetion fi,i=l,. . .,n, such that fi(x) 7^ fi(y).
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In the next section -we shall establish whether the proper subrings
of H(X) which are C-isomorphic images of H(Y) Avili have these proper- 
ties. But before passing to the next section let us State the necessary 
additional properties of proper subrings of H(X).

Suppose X and Y non-empty subsets of öpen Reimann surfaces 
R and S respectively. We define a mapping of H(Y) into H(X) by O(g) 
= goç for g s H(Y). gocp is holomorphic on X and C> is a C-algebra 
homomorphism. The image of O, R,p = <I>(H(Y)) is a subring of H(X). 
Rç contains the constant functions, denoted by C, since C £ H(Y) 
and O(X) = X for X s C.

Now, if O: H(Y) -> H(X) is a ring homomorphism defined by O(g) 
= gocp for g £ H(Y), ip £ and if Rç = O(H(Y)), then the fol-
lowiug three conditions are eguivalent:

(a) Rç properlty contains the constant functions.

(b) 9 is not a constant function.

(c) H(Y) is isomorphic to R^.

It is clear that these are the relations between O, 9, and R^. Thus a 
subring R* of H(X) is isomorphic to H(Y) under a C-algebra isomorp- 
hism, if only if R* = {g09: g s H(Y), 9 £ A(X,Y)} and R* properly 
contains C the constant functions on X.

More över, if is a one-to-one analytic mapping of X into Y, X
is a non-constant analytic mapping of X into Y but not one-to-one,
O(g) = go9 and A(g) — goX for g s H(Y), R<p = (H(Y)), Rx = A
(H(Y)), then R^ and Rx are isomorphic but Rç R^.

The Function 9 Determines Whether Rç 
(p*). And (T*).

Will Have Properties

Theorem 1. If 9 is an analytic mapping of X onto Y, then R^ 
has property (Ş*).

Proof. Let fı,. .. ,fn belong to R^ and have no common zero.
fi == ‘I*(hı), i=l,... ,n, where hj s H(Y). Suppose hı(a) = 0 for a e Y,
i=l,.. .,n. Since <p maps X onto Y, there is z s X such that (p(z) = a.
Then 0 = hı(a) = hi(ç(z)) = (I)(hi(z)) = fi(z) for i=l,.. • ,n. This is
a contradiction, thus h İ!- .. ,hn can have no common zero, H(Y) has
property (p*) implies there are eı,.. .,en in H(Y) such that e ıhı+ ••• +
®nlin 1.
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1 — <h(eıhı 4-...-]- Cnhn) = <l>(eıhı) -4...+ <l)(enhn)

= 0(61) <l)(hı) + . . .+ (I>(en) d)(hn) = d)(eı) fi +. . .+ <E)(en) fn
which implies there are funetions O(eı), i=l,...,n, in R(p such that
<6(61) fi +.. •+ <I>(en) fn 1.

If a set of funetions has property (P*), then it has property (a*) 
because when n=l, (3*) is (a*). If 9 is an onto mapping, Rç has pro
perties (a*) and (Ş*).

Theorem 2. If R^, has property (a*) and Rq properly contains 
the constant funetions, then 9 maps X onto Y.

Proof. Let a s Y. Since H(S) is an algebra of ali holomprhie
funetions on the öpen Riemann surface S, then there is g' s H(S) such 
that g'(a) = 0 and g'(w) 7^ 0 for w 7^ a, Behnke and Sommer (1962).
Set g' |Y == g. Then g(a) 0 and g(w) 0 when a 7^ w. s Rç.
If <l>(g) (z) = g(cp(z)) 0 for z s X, then there is h s Rç such that
‘t(g) h
implies ^(gk)

1. h s O(H(Y)) implies h = (h(k), k s H(Y). O(g) ^(k) = 1
1 but d) is an isomorphism, thus gk — 1 and g(a)

k(a) 1. This contradicts g(a) = 0. Therefore g(cp(z)) = 0 for some
z s X and 9(z) — a for some z s X. Thus 9 is a mapping of X onto Y.

If Rç has property (p*) and R^ / C, the same result holds.

Theorem 3. Rç has property (T*) if 9 is a one-to-one mapping of 
X into Y.

Proof. Let f s Rç and is f not identically zero. f = O(h) for 
some h s H(Y). h is not the constant 0 or else f = O(h) = 0. Since H(Y)
has property (T*), there are funetions hı,...,hn in H(Y) such that if 

and h(z) = h(w) = 0, then there is hı such that hı(z) hı(w).
{^(hı): 1 i n} £ Rç. Suppose -s. y and f(x) = f(y) = 0. Then

h(cp(x)) = h((p(y)) = 0 and 9 is one-to-one implies 9(x) 
there is a funetion hı, i=l,...,n, such that hı(<p(x)) 7^ hı(9(y)) 
®(lii(x)) 56 d>(hi(y)).

SO
or

Theorem 4. R^ separates the points of X if and only if 9 is 
one-to-one.

Proof. Suppose R^ separates the points of X. Let x and y belong 
to X, X 7^ y. Then there is f s Rç such that f(x) f(y). f = d>(g) =
g09 implies g(9(x)) 7^ g(9(y))- If <t>(x) = <î>(y), then g(9(x)) = 
g(9(y)) for every g s II(Y). Thus 9(x) 9(y) and 9 is a one-to-one
mapping of X into Y.
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Now suppose cp is a one-to-one mapping of H. into Y. Let x,y belong 
to X,x 7^ y. Then cp(x), ç(y) belong to Y and (p(x) ş^(p(y).II(Y) se
parates the points of Y implies there is g s II(Y} such that g((p(x))
g(<P(y)) which implies <I*(g(y))- <l>(g)
parates the points of X.

Rç. Thus Rç se-

Theorem 5. If Rç properly contains C and has property (T*), 
then, cp is a one-to-one mapping of X into Y.

Proof. By Theorem 3, Rç separates the points of X if and only 
if tp is a one-to-one function. We shall show Rç C and Rç has pro
perty (T*) implies Rç separates the points of X. Let x,y belong to X, 
X y. If there is f £ Rcp, f is not identically zero, such that f(x) = f(y) = 
0, then there is a set of function {fı,.. .,fn} in Rç and a function fı 
in the set such that fi(x)^fi(y) by property (Y*). Since Rç C there
is g £ Rç such that g is not a constant function. If g(x) g(y), g
separates x and y. If g(x) = g(y) = c, then since c(x) = c belong to

g—c belongs to R^ and (g—c) (x) = (g—c) (y) = 0. g c since 
g is not a constant function. Since Rç has property (T*) there is h £ Bç
such that h(x) / h(y). Rç separates ths points of X implies cp is one- 
to-one.

We ınake the followiug

Observations

(1) If Rıp C and has property (a*), then a is an onto mapping 
from X to Y. If Rç is to be a proper subring of H(X), then cp may not 
be a one-to-one mapping also. This implies R^ does not separate the 
points of X.

(2) If Rç / C,R(p can not have both properties (oc*) and (T*)
because then ç would be one-to-one and onto and Rç = H(X).

(3) Rç separates the points of X implies o is one-to-one. If R^, 
properly contains C and is not I1(X) then o may not be an onto map
ping and Rç does not have property (a*).

(4) By Theorems 3,4, and 5, if Rç?^ C the statements: Rç has 
property (T*), R^ separates the points of X, «p is a oneto-one mapping 
of X into Y are equivalent.

(5) Rç can not be an ideal of II(X) because 1 £ Rç.
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